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Abstract 
The experience aims to create an interactive immersive 
space to be, possible through means of AR. Augumented 
Reality.  
 
This document follows the visual and behavioral iteration 
of the project, alongside dynamics of the partical sys-
tem’s and concept development. 
 
The project creates a fun space to be, and a new im-
mersive way to audio visualisation, while the concept can 
also be said to juxtapose the metaphysical laws of nature 
or realities, multidimensions.
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Multiverse (Concept Dox#1)
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The project aims to create an immersive sound driven audio-visual interactive experience. Where users can interact with the environment which is also everchang-
ing through sound. The initial iteration is visualised as a room filled with bubbles or orbs which are reacting to the desired chosen audio/music track. Experience is an 
AR(augumented reality experience) ideally through means of HMD Glasses and interaction via hand detection algorithms. The bubbles/orbs can be interacted through 
hand gestures and swirls. In later iteration’s it is overlapped with another reality which can be accesed by going in and out of portals, Initial iteration of the parallel(/
iinner) world is seen as a space/void hinting on our inner cosmic space. 
 
It aims to juxtapose the idea of parallel realities and also the idea of inner and outer worlds which all exists on a same plane. It’s a place to be, surrounded by music 
and fantasy.
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Initial behaviour tests: These tests were done to visualise and 
experiment between the behaviours of Orbs or Bubbles. The 
adjectives around the momvement were air, magnetic, impulsive, 
light weight, perfect, magical , counciouss. 
(CLICK IMAGE)

EXERCISE II: Choose the same one adjective that names the 
mood of your project and communicate it through key-framing 
ANY TRANSFORMATION VALUE OF ONE POLYGON. This experi-
ment plays with stretch and squash of the bubbles.
(CLICK IMAGE)

BEHAVIOUR

EXERCISE III: Choose the same one adjective that names the 
mood of your project and communicate it through key-framing 
ANY TRANSFORMATION VALUE OF ANY NUMBER OF POLYGONS. 
This experiment plays with the idea of multiple particle interac-
tions and merging. (CLICK IMAGE)

Further experimentation : In this I added another layer of effect 
to make it more matching towards the added adjectives and 
a more abrupt timing(experimental), This plays with the more 
abrupt yet smooth shape morph, irregular - like bubble boundry. 
(CLICK IMAGE)

http://magistudio.net/work/iol-3-initials
http://magistudio.net/work/iol-3-initials
http://magistudio.net/work/iol-3-initials
http://magistudio.net/files/2019-03/1553342485_4-pos-trans-..gif?b03e9ebe2d
http://magistudio.net/files/2019-03/1553342319_3.gif?791cc16b86
http://magistudio.net/work/iol-3-initials
http://magistudio.net/files/2019-03/1553342282_2.gif?6e6ba052ea
http://magistudio.net/work/iol-3-initials
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Following the enquiry on a space filled with these orbs or 
bubbles, these visualisation represent that and in order to 
understand how a feild of such particles may react with one 
another.In this iteration they are seen more as solid glow-
ing orbs instad of bubbles. This iteration was done in 2D 
space, to understand the initial feel while the experience is 
visualised in a 3D space.  (CLICK IMAGE)

This iteration follows the same enquiry on how a space 
filled with these partciles may look like and react with one 
another. In this iteration a more stylised orb - leaning more 
towards a bubble structure was experimented upon. This 
iteration was also followed in a 2D space, just to get the 
feel. It also sees a more lighter version of merging effect 
with each other. (CLICK IMAGE) 

http://magistudio.net/files/2019-04/meta-orbs-converted-.gif?9e58f3f360
http://magistudio.net/files/2019-04/bubble-converted-.gif?a3040992a8
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ENVIRONMENT INTEGRATED IDEATION

As the experience is an AR experience 
and is layed out in a real space instead 
of Virtual, it was important to test 
these ideas in the evironment. As an 
environment shapes the character and 
vice versa. Above is initial white orb vi-
sualisation on a real 3D environment.

A more stylised iteration , where con-
trasting colors are inverted into each 
other. This iteration also explores the 
possible concept where inside and out-
side realities keep merging and can 
be seen through single bubbles/orbs. 
(CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW VIDEO)

Possible visualisation with bubbles as 
orbs or particles. This is a more likely 
version of the experience. Also, follow-
ing this iteration might increase the 
performance load because of reflec-
tions and transparency factors. 

Iteration with black orb’s in a 3D space 
with depth factor on the partcies.  This 
iteration also tinckered the thought of 
having both -ie- two opposites’ like white 
and black As the fundamental nature of 
this reality is. and the idea for portal. 
(CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW VIDEO)

http://magistudio.net/files/2019-04/complex-inverted-shade-both-realities-merge-converted-.gif?674deea0e2
http://
http://magistudio.net/files/2019-04/black-meta-converted-.gif?b8e7270e84
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A single Black Hole! 
In this thought process of the 
visualisation of ‘the portal’ - 
The portal is seen as just a sin-
gle black circle : a black hole!, 
literally , floating amongst the 
possibe bubble iterations. 

Dual Particle Realities. 
Concept of having a number of 
reactive black particles as well 
coexisting in the space with 
possible bubble iteration. All of 
these particles can be portals, 
or can be windows to the other 
reality.  

Yin-Yang 
Concept of black and white 
juxtaposing the concept of 
dual nature of reality. All Black 
Particles can be windows to the 
other reality. Each Particle will 
only react/merge with its own 
kind only.

Maybe our Reality ,if it is, maybe is a multiverse, a combi-
nation of parallel dimensions and thoughts or places. We all 
have an inner reality and an outer reality. The idea of ‘THE 
PORTAL’ is user can experience or visit a glimse into the 
parallel or inner and outer realities, ~a version of experi-
ence layed out on the top. The portal can be thought of as 
eyes, juxtaposing the idea of inner and outer realities /or 
space.

Portal Dynamics ~ 
How to access or switch realities:
User will need to move through the portal to get into anoth-
er realm or space. As the experience is based of in an au-
gumented reality - ei- layed out on top of  the real physical 
space, the portal will be spawned at a random place, within 
a defined range, centered from the user’s device location, 
floating with the particles or fixed, and the user will have to 
take their device through the portal to switch between the 
spaces or realms.

The above two images show’s initial ideation of how the 
portal could be visualed as, ~ a timewarped hole overlayed 
on the physical reality. More versions / iterations of portals 
and its dynamics are shown on the left.

THE PORTAL
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INSIDE THE PORTAL

(Inner Psychonautic Space) Juxtaposing the ideas of parallel realities / realms and inner and outer realities, these iterations follow’s on how this other space 
can look like. Dynamics of particles in these spaces can be different as well. It may even contain a whole different art style and visualisation : Abstract dreams.

Representing a space void. With float-
ing stars and nebula systems . On 
a more stylised version : can have 
floating Rhombuses, with a planets in 
distance, abstraction in reality.

This iteration sees an almost inverted 
space. The bubble become windows to 
reality.

(CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW VIDEO)

Similar to iteration of left but this one 
explores the concept of dithering real-
ity instead of windows. Particles are 
stuck on space to create the effect.
(CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW VIDEO

In this iteration, the inner space has a 
different dynamic interactive particle 
system. It may be combined with 
previous iteration create an abstract 
space void interactive starsystem.

http://magistudio.net/files/2019-04/maybe-the-inside-void-could-be-like-this-dithering-reality-converted-.gif?1fca71fd49
http://magistudio.net/files/2019-04/inside-void-simpler-neat-version-converted-.gif?ee617cd520
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SOUND BEHAVIOURs

This sound behaviour iteration was done using simple forms on how sound may effect the bubble/orb behavior. The video above(clickable image) shows the 
single particle behaviour, followed by dual orb interaction and metaball(merging) layered on top of audio reactivity. While this test shows the behaviour for only 
two at a time, the experience is visualised as a space filled with these all reacting to audio simultaneously. The movement will be further tried to be refined / 
smoothed out in the final experience. Also to note: this will further have user hand interaction with ability to seperate/divide ~ swirl with these orbs/bubbles. 
A previous iteration/test can be viewed here , though it is not being used or implemented.

http://magistudio.net/work/iol-soundbehaviours
https://vimeo.com/330090136
http://magistudio.net/work/iol-whaley-machine-movements
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Further Initial visualisations : Idea charting
This initial test was done in Cinema4D. It explores potential 
visualisation of how the experience can look like in a 3D 
space.

It explores the effect called ‘metaball’ in Cinema4D, which is 
blending or merging of shapes with each other. (shown below).  
This test also explored potential shader play which 
can be integrated for bubbles. The bubbles were also 
synced/scaled through an audio channel in this test.  
 
While this was done in Cinema4D, a totally different approach 
might be needed to create a similar effect in an interac-
tive space. Visual editor ‘Unity’ will be used to create that. 
While this visual quality is ideal, it can be hard to get in 
an interactive space, with real world physics systems.  
 
To note: This test, didn’t include interactive elements and 
real world physics, which is only possible through something 
like Unity.
The background technicals, will need to run algorithms in real 
time to detect planes through camera feed(so that virtual 
objects can bounce of them). It’ll also need a hand detection  
algorithm to interact with the bubbles, alongside the bubble/
orb interaction with 
themselves/each-other 
, and also a system of 
how it’s reacting to mu-
sic feed.
 
This will also need to be
optimised in order to 
run smoothly as this can 
get very performance 
hungry. All these hur-
dles needs to be looked 
at,which will be done 
through experimental 
research and as the 
experience develops.

http://magistudio.net/work/tinkering-cps-week-2-1
http://magistudio.net/work/tinkering-cps-week-2-1
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ON THE LEFT
Dökk (‘darkness’ in Icelandic) 
is the new live-media perfor-
mance by fuse* and the natural 
evolution of Ljós (‘light’). Dökk 
is about a journey through-
out a sequence of digital land-
scapes where the perception 
of space and time is altered. 
Dökk’s scenography is designed 
for delivering a sense of deep 
interdependence between the 
protagonist and the world sur-
rounding her. In order to repre-
sent this concept, a system has 
been created which processes 
real-time data from biometric 
and movement sensors (worn 
by the performer and placed on 
the stage) as well as data com-
ing from social networks. 
 
ON THE RIGHT
A Physics Partical system test 
by Lee Vermulien @AlienTrap 
quote “I’ve used the Nvidia Flex 
particle engine.My 1080 GPU 
was able to keep 45 FPS with 
5000 particles, which is just 
barely enough for me to stand 
the ZedMini’s AR passthrough”. 
Performance vs Quality vs Con-
cept complexity vs threshholds 
needs to tested, It can become 
hard keeping all these factors  
to achieve a workable FPS.

RELATED  (WORKS/INSPIRATIONS/RESOURCES)

https://www.fuseworks.it/en/works/dokk/
https://vimeo.com/205071534
http://www.3delement.com/
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